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PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 Concrete pavement mixtures designed for long-term 

durability in the environment in which they serve



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 In recent years, some concrete pavements have not 

achieved sufficient long-term durability

 Iowa: joint deterioration in urban areas

Image: CP Tech Center



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 PEM: developing a specification for concrete paving 

mixes that puts the emphasis back on durability

 Program being led by CP Tech Center and champion 

states



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 Performance-based specifications

 Designed to work for all areas of the 

country

 Pick and choose the performance 

requirements that cover your needs

 Cold climates/freeze-thaw

 Local materials

 Urban environment (heavy de-icing 

treatment)



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 On Iowa’s city streets, the key factors for durability of 

concrete pavement mixes are:

 Proper air void system

 Low permeability

 De-icer resistance

Le Mars



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 How do we achieve these long-term durability goals?

 Ensure proper air void system

Image: FHWA



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 How do we achieve these long-term durability goals?

 Low permeability: Reduce w/cm (target 0.40)

Often requires use of water reducers

Image: CP Tech Center



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 How do we achieve these long-term durability goals?

 De-icer resistance: Incorporate SCMs—fly ash and slag 

(up to 20-40%)

May incorporate blended cements (1P, 1S)

Image: CP Tech Center

Calcium oxychloride



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 How do we achieve these long-term durability goals?

Well-graded mix with three aggregates can be helpful to 

optimize workability

 Similar to DOT C-QMC mix

Image: Concrete Network



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 PEM also integrating latest test methods to measure 

the durability properties that we’re looking for

Images: CP Tech Center



PERFORMANCE ENGINEERED MIXTURES

 New era of testing:

Images: CP Tech Center

Super Air Meter: Air Void System

Resistivity: Transport Properties (Permeability)

De-icer Resistance

Vkelly & Box Tests: Workability



Image: Snyder and Associates



IMPACT ON READY MIX & MUNICIPAL PAVING

 PEM is being developed with DOTs and large-scale 

paving projects in mind

 Probably years away from newer test methods and 

performance specs being used on most ready mix-

supplied, municipal paving projects



IMPACT ON READY MIX & MUNICIPAL PAVING

 Iowa’s cities also have a significant need for more 

durable pavements 

 Cities are beginning to adopt high-durability mixes with 

principles from PEM program

West Des Moines



IMPACT ON READY MIX & MUNICIPAL PAVING

 Where are PEM/higher-durability mixes specified?

Mostly on city streets in major metro areas in slip-form 

paving applications

 Arterial streets & others where snow removal is a higher 

priority → higher SCM contents for de-icing resistance

 To date, PEM-style mixes are not being specified for 

neighborhood & subdivision streets

May specify low w/cm, but probably not high SCM content



IMPACT ON READY MIX & MUNICIPAL PAVING

 Materials

 Fly ash, slag, blended cements (1P, 1S)

May choose based on local availability, experience

Addition rate depends on type of SCM, type of application...

 Intermediate aggregates

Not required, but may be helpful

 Admixtures

Mid-to-high range water reducers almost always needed

 Retarders can be useful in hot weather





SPECIFICATIONS & IMPLEMENTATION

 How are these mixes being specified and 

implemented?

 Class C-SUD Mixes

 QMC Mixes

West Des Moines: Class C Urban Major Street Mix

West Des Moines



SPECIFICATIONS & IMPLEMENTATION

 C-SUD Mixes

 From DOT IM 529:

Recommends using DOT’s QMC 

optimum aggregate proportioning
...but it’s not required



SPECIFICATIONS & IMPLEMENTATION

 C-SUD Mixes

 From DOT IM 529:



SPECIFICATIONS & IMPLEMENTATION

 C-SUD Mixes

 From SUDAS: Consideration should be given to provide 

cement replacement rates of...

20-25% Class F fly ash

30-35% Class C fly ash

Combination of 20% slag and 20% Class C fly ash

 Up to the agency whether or not to require SCMs and 

whether they want a high rate



SPECIFICATIONS & IMPLEMENTATION

 Example of how these mixes can be specified:

 Council Bluffs

QMC

Requires use of blended cement (1PF) 

with Class F Fly Ash + Additional Class C 

Fly Ash Replacement (15%)Also reduces w/cm





PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 Where are these mixes being 

used in Iowa?

 Growing number of cities have 

adopted these mixes

 Typically used for mainline 

slipform paving on higher-

priority streets

 Have also been used for 

handwork, patching

Des Moines



PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 Project locations (red = new in 2018)



PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 How have the mixes looked?

West Des Moines, 2015-present

33% Class C Fly Ash with 0.40 w/cm (0.42 max)

Used Class F Fly Ash in 2016 

Raise cementitious content to 600 lb/cy in cold weather

West Des Moines



PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 How have the mixes looked?

 Council Bluffs, 2015-present

 Limestone + Class V aggregate

Used Type 1PF cement (pre-blended with 25% Class F Fly Ash)

Additional 15% replacement with Class C Fly Ash

 Johnston, 2016-present

 Ternary mix with 20% Class C Fly Ash & 20% Slag

 Johnston specifying C-SUD again in 2018, but allowing a 

standard C mix for hand-finished pavement

 Des Moines, 2017-present

33% Class C Fly Ash with 0.40 w/cm (0.42 max)



PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 How have the mixes looked?

 Ankeny, 2017-present

Specified C-SUD with 33% Fly Ash for full-depth patching

Specified C-SUD with 20% Fly Ash for mainline paving project

 Separate mix with increased superplasticizer, retarder for hand-

finish

Ankeny



PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 Project-specific challenges

 Consistency of materials

 Setting up curb

West Des Moines



PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 Project-specific challenges

 Handwork & Finishing
 Increase water reducer/retarder—especially in hot weather

Adjust water reducer before water content

 Cold weather—slow set
May increase cement content

Ankeny



PERFORMANCE TO DATE

 Can take time to adjust to new mixes, but projects 

have been successful to date

Ankeny



CONCLUSIONS

 Growing number of cities are adopting PEM-style 

mixes for their high-priority urban PCC pavements

 IRMCA offering support with implementation

 Mixes can be specified in several ways (C-SUD, QMC) 

and with all types of materials (C and F ash, slag...)

 Success with all types of materials & mixes that have 

been used so far



CONCLUSIONS

 Future work

 IRMCA is tracking implementation, local experiences, 

materials & challenges

 CP Tech Center is continuing to collect data

We invite any and all feedback from members, owners & 

agencies


